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In Renaissance and early modern Europe, various
constellations of phenomena-ranging from sex
scandals to legal debates to flurries of satirical printscollectively demonstrate, at different times and
places, an increased concern with cuckoldry,
impotence and adultery. This concern emerges in
unusual events (such as scatological rituals of housescorning), appears in neglected sources (such as
drawings by Swiss mercenary soldier-artists), and
engages innovative areas of inquiry (such as the
intersection between medical theory and
Renaissance comedy). Interdisciplinary analytical
tools are here deployed to scrutinize court scandals
and decipher archival documents. Household
recipes, popular literary works and a variety of visual
media are examined in the light of contemporary
sexual culture and contextualized with reference to
current social and political issues. The essays in this
volume reveal the central importance of sexuality
and sexual metaphor for our understanding of
European history, politics and culture, and
emphasize the extent to which erotic presuppositions
underpinned the early modern world.
Counterfactual thinking is a universal cognitive
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process in which reality is compared to an imagined
view of what might have been. This type of
reasoning is at the center of daily operations, as
decision-making, risk preventability or blame
assignment. More generally, non-factual scenarios
have been defined as a crucial ingredient of desire
and modern love. If the areas covered by this
reasoning are so varied, the L2 learner will be led to
express 'what might have been' at some point of her
acquisitional itinerary. How is this reasoning
expressed in French, Spanish and Italian? By the
use of what lexical, syntactic and grammatical
devices? Will the learner combine these devices as
the native French speakers do? What are the L1
features likely to fossilize in the L2 grammar? What
are the information principles governing a
communicative task based on the production of
counterfactual scenarios? These are some of the
questions addressed by the present volume.
After reviewing, from a grammaticalization perspective, the
main stages in the evolution of Italian object clitic pronouns,
the book discusses the distinctive morphosyntactic, semantic,
and pragmatic features of Italian clitics. In particular, the book
offers an original study of the most common examples of socalled verbi procomplementari, verbs which are characterized
by the incorporation of clitics that no longer function as
pronouns, and which are widely used in present-day Italian.
Their emergence involves both grammaticalization of the clitic
pronoun into an obligatory element, and lexicalization of the
verb+clitic sequence. This study is essentially descriptive and
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and lexicalization is reduced to the essentials and aims
primarily at defining how these terms, which have received
different and at times divergent interpretations, are employed
in the book. The book is accessible to a wide and varied
readership, which includes Italian and Romance linguists of
functional and formal orientation, Italian language scholars,
grammaticalization scholars interested in new case studies,
as well as students of language change and variation.
Sharpen your ITALIAN grammar with skill-building exercises
If you want to be proficient in Italian, you have to master its
grammar. The best way to perfect your grammar skills is
through drills, drills, and more drills. Covering all facets of
Italian grammar--from prepositions and pronouns to verbal
forms and tenses--Italian Grammar Drills helps you learn
often-perplexing topics through hands-on experience. This
comprehensive book features: More than 200 exercises that
demonstrate how the Italian grammar system works Authentic
examples that illustrate correct grammar usage A thorough
review section, new to this edition An answer key to give you
immediate clarification on any concept Topics include:
Adjectives and adverbs * Comparatives and superlatives *
Present tense versus past tense * Prepositions * Passive
voice * Verbal expressions and constructions * and more

Ultima opera pubblicata in vita da Balzac, Splendori e
miserie delle cortigiane è una storia convulsa e dai ritmi
accelerati, in cui si susseguono colpi di scena, incredibili
coincidenze e arditi travestimenti. Il protagonista è
Lucien de Rubempré, il poeta fallito già incontrato in
Illusioni perdute, che ora, pedina del diabolico protettore
Vautrin, si vende, si prostituisce, asservito alla potenza
di una volontà superiore che finirà per schiacciarlo.
Accanto a lui, grandi aristocratici, ricchi banchieri, donne
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disinvolte
potere, e cioè in fondo la vita stessa, alle sue ultime
conseguenze, oltre il confine tra il bene e il male.
This book is a research monograph on impersonal si
constructions (ISC) in Italian within the Minimalist
program framework. The book offers a new point of view
on ISCs, providing a new set of crucial data that were
previously unknown, and pointing out many
characteristics of ISCs that were overlooked before. It
results in the introduction of additional means of
syntactic analysis at the edge between narrow syntax
and pragmatics.

Learn the language of la dolce vita! For anyone who
wants to learn and enjoy the most expressive and
romantic of languages, the third edition of 'The
Complete Idiot's Guide to Learning Italian' is the first
choice for a whole new generation of enthusiastic
students of Italian. This updated edition includes two
new quick references on verbs, grammar, and
sentence structure; two new appendixes on Italian
synonyms and popular idiomatic phrases; and
updated business and money sections. First two
editions have sold extraordinariy well. Italian is the
fourth most popular language in the United States.
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